
A Modern SAP ArchiveLink
Solution for Box

docuflow & Box are the
modern alternative to legacy
systems for SAP content &
process automation. 

docuflow® is an SAP-certified solution that uses SAP 
ArchiveLink standards for early and late archiving of content
and metadata between SAP ERP and Box. Different from all
the rest, docuflow has built-in no-code or low-code content
automation tools, migration utilities and pre-built business
solutions such as Accounts Payable, Audit Automation, and
more.  

Organizations running SAP can use Box and docuflow to
modernize how they integrate and automate content. 

Contact us today for a no obligation discovery session and solution demo.  www.versafile.com/contact-us 
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With docuflow, teams can attach and
view content both inside and outside of
SAP and Box. 
The solution is SAP-certified meaning it
meets all the base-level ArchiveLink
capabilities. 
However, docuflow extends SAP 
ArchiveLink providing unique
automation features and advanced 
solutions within SAP such as Virtual 
 Linking, bi-directional metadata 
transfer and advanced DMS/DIR 
management. 
This powerful capability is configured 
and easily maintained with the 
docuflow Administrator Workbench. 

docuflow reduces costs & and increases your efficiency with seamless SAP archiving, linking & and process
automation. 

Drive Efficiencies 
From automation of manual time-consuming tasks to triggering workflow processes, docuflow’s intelligent “do-
anything” automation capabilities drive efficiency and streamline your business inside and outside SAP. 

Boost Productivity 
Enable greater productivity by having business content securely at your fingertips with docuflow enhanced
attachment management screens within SAP. 

Easier & Faster Migrations 
Built-in migration & and re-linking tools will get you to the cloud quickly, with no impact on your SAP users. 

Lower Implementation Costs 
Designed for the cloud & and speed to implementation, docuflow leverages your existing infrastructure and licenses
and requires minimal services to implement saving you time and money. 

docuflow was founded 15 years ago by a team of seasoned SAP & ECM
developers. Tired of building the same customizations over and over, the team
used their diverse SAP skill sets to build what is now docuflow, an intelligent
content and process integration engine. 

The docuflow story 

CORE CAPABILITIES: 

BENEFITS AND VALUE 

Overview 
docuflow is a content integration
and automation platform which bi-
directionally manages content &
metadata between SAP & Box. 
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